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A Pueblo Divided Business Property And
Community In Papantla Mexico
The decades since the 1980s have witnessed an unprecedented surge in
research about Latin American history. This much-needed volume brings
together original essays by renowned scholars to provide the first
comprehensive assessment of this burgeoning literature. The seventeen
original essays in The Oxford Handbook of Latin American History survey
the recent historiography of the colonial era, independence movements,
and postcolonial periods and span Mexico, Spanish South America, and
Brazil. They begin by questioning the limitations and meaning of Latin
America as a conceptual organization of space within the Americas and how
the region became excluded from broader studies of the Western
hemisphere. Subsequent essays address indigenous peoples of the region,
rural and urban history, slavery and race, African, European and Asian
immigration, labor, gender and sexuality, religion, family and childhood,
economics, politics, and disease and medicine. In so doing, they bring
together traditional approaches to politics and power, while examining the
quotidian concerns of workers, women and children, peasants, and racial
and ethnic minorities. This volume provides the most complete state of the
field and is an indispensible resource for scholars and students of Latin
America.
The Roots of Conservatism is the first attempt to ask why over the past two
centuries so many Mexican peasants have opted to ally with conservative
groups rather than their radical counterparts. Blending socioeconomic
history, cultural analysis, and political narrative, Smith's study begins with
the late Bourbon period and moves through the early republic, the midnineteenth-century Reforma, the Porfiriato, and the Revolution, when the
Mixtecs rejected Zapatista offers of land distribution, ending with the
armed religious uprising known as the "last Cristiada," a desperate Cold
War bid to rid the region of impious "communist" governance. In recounting
this long tradition of regional conservatism, Smith emphasizes the influence
of religious belief, church ritual, and lay-clerical relations both on social
relations and on political affiliation. He posits that many Mexican peasants
embraced provincial conservatism, a variant of elite or metropolitan
conservatism, which not only comprised ideas on property, hierarchy, and
the state, but also the overwhelming import of the church to maintaining
this system.
Latin American societies were created as pre-industrial colonies, that is,
peoples whose cultures and racial makeup were largely determined by
having been conquered by Spain or Portugal. In all these societies, a
colonial heritage created political and social attitudes that were not
conducive to the construction of democratic civil societies. And yet, Latin
America has a public life--not merely governments, but citizens who are
actively involved in trying to improve the lives and welfare of their
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populations. Monteon focuses on the relation of people's lifestyles to the
evolving pattern of power relations in the region. Much more than a basic
description of how people lived, this book melds social history, politics, and
economics into one, creating a full picture of Latin American life. There are
two poles or markers in the narrative about people's lives: the cities and the
countryside. Cities have usually been the political and cultural centers of
life, from the conquest to the present. Monteon concentrates on cities in
each chronological period, allowing the narrative to explain the change
from a religiously-centered life to the secular customs of today, from an
urban form organized about a central plaza and based on walking, to one
dominated by the automobile and its traffic. Each chapter relates the
connections between the city and its countryside, and explains the realities
of rural life. Also discussed are customs, diets, games and sports, courting
and marriage, and how people work.
Between 1870 and 1945, advances in communication and transportation
simultaneously expanded and shrank the world. In five interpretive essays,
A World Connecting goes beyond nations, empires, and world wars to
capture the era’s defining feature: the profound and disruptive shift toward
an ever more rapidly integrating world.
Pueblos, the Judiciary, and Agrarian Reform in Revolutionary Mexico
Handbook of Vanilla Science and Technology
The Rise and Fall of Legal Rule in Post-Colonial Mexico, 1820–1900
Vanilla
The Oxford Handbook of Latin American History
The Roots of Conservatism in Mexico
How Communities Shaped Capitalism, a Nation, and World History,
1500-2000

This work reconstructs the history of Mexico’s forgotten
“Religionero” rebellion of 1873–1877, an armed Catholic
challenge to the government of Sebastián Lerdo de Tejada. An
essentially grassroots movement—organized by indigenous,
Afro-Mexican, and mestizo parishioners in Mexico’s centralwestern Catholic heartland—the Religionero rebellion erupted
in response to a series of anticlerical measures raised to
constitutional status by the Lerdo government. These “Laws of
Reform” decreed the full independence of Church and state,
secularized marriage and burial practices, prohibited acts of
public worship, and severely curtailed the Church’s ability to
own and administer property. A comprehensive reconstruction
of the revolt and a critical reappraisal of its significance, this
book places ordinary Catholics at the center of the story of
Mexico’s fragmented nineteenth-century secularization and
Catholic revival.
This book is a history of the conflict-ridden privatization of
communal land in the pueblo of Papantla, a Mexican Indian
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village transformed by the fast growth of vanilla production and
exports in the second half of the 19th century.
Postcolonial histories have long emphasized the darker side of
narratives of historical progress, especially their role in
underwriting global and racial hierarchies. Concepts like
primitiveness, backwardness, and underdevelopment not only
racialized and gendered peoples and regions, but also ranked
them on a seemingly naturalized timeline - their 'present' is our
'past' - and reframed the politics of capitalist expansion and
colonization as an orderly, natural process of evolution towards
modernity. Our Time is Now reveals that modernity particularly
appealed to those excluded from power, precisely because of its
aspirational and future orientation. In the process,
marginalized peoples creatively imagined diverse political
futures that redefined the racialized and temporal terms of
modernity. Employing a critical reading of a wide variety of
previously untapped sources, Julie Gibbings demonstrates how
the struggle between indigenous people and settlers to manage
contested ideas of time and history as well as practices of
modern politics, economics, and social norms were central to
the rise of coffee capitalism in Guatemala and to twentieth
century populist dictatorship and revolution.
"This study shows how goods and consumption embodied
modernity in the time of Porfirio Dâiaz. Through case studies of
tobacco marketing, department stores, advertising, shoplifting,
and a famous jewelry robbery and homicide, he provides a tour
of daily life in Porfirian Mexico City, overturning conventional
wisdom that only the middle and upper classes participated in
this culture"--Provided by publisher.
Technology and the Search for Progress in Modern Mexico
Political Landscapes
The Making of Law
Compound Remedies
A Revolution for Our Rights
A Companion to Latin American History
The Supreme Court and Labor Legislation in Mexico,
1875–1931
Liberalism as Utopia challenges widespread perceptions about the
weakness of Mexico's nineteenth-century state. Schaefer argues that
after the War of Independence non-elite Mexicans - peasants, day
laborers, artisans, local merchants - pioneered an egalitarian form of
legal rule by serving in the town governments and civic militias that
became the local faces of the state's coercive authority. These
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institutions were effective because they embodied patriarchal norms of
labor and care for the family that were premised on the legal equality
of male, adult citizens. The book also examines the emergence of new,
illiberal norms that challenged and at the end of the century, during
the dictatorship of Porfirio Díaz, overwhelmed the egalitarianism of the
early-republican period. By comparing the legal cultures of agricultural
estates, mestizo towns and indigenous towns, Liberalism as Utopia also
proposes a new way of understanding the social foundations of liberal
and authoritarian pathways to state formation in the nineteenthcentury world.
Compound Remedies examines the equipment, books, and remedies of
colonial Mexico City’s Herrera pharmacy—natural substances with
known healing powers that formed part of the basis for modern-day
healing traditions and home remedies in Mexico. Paula S. De Vos traces
the evolution of the Galenic pharmaceutical tradition from its
foundations in ancient Greece to the physician-philosophers of
medieval Islamic empires and the Latin West and eventually through
the Spanish Empire to Mexico, offering a global history of the
transmission of these materials, knowledges, and techniques. Her
detailed inventory of the Herrera pharmacy reveals the many layers of
this tradition and how it developed over centuries, providing new
perspectives and insight into the development of Western science and
medicine: its varied origins, its engagement with and inclusion of
multiple knowledge traditions, the ways in which these traditions
moved and circulated in relation to imperialism, and its long-term
continuities and dramatic transformations. De Vos ultimately reveals
the great significance of pharmacy, and of artisanal pursuits more
generally, as a cornerstone of ancient, medieval, and early modern
epistemologies and philosophies of nature.
This important new book on the Yaqui people of the north Mexican
state of Sonora examines the history of Yaqui-Spanish interactions
from first contact in 1533 through Mexican independence in 1821. The
Yaquis and the Empire is the first major publication to deal with the
colonial history of the Yaqui people in more than thirty years and
presents a finely wrought portrait of the colonial experience of the
indigenous peoples of Mexico's Yaqui River Valley. In examining native
engagement with the forces of the Spanish empire, Raphael Brewster
Folsom identifies three ironies that emerged from the dynamic and
ambiguous relationship of the Yaquis and their conquerors: the
strategic use by the Yaquis of both resistance and collaboration; the
intertwined roles of violence and negotiation in the colonial pact; and
the surprising ability of the imperial power to remain effective despite
its general weakness. Published in Cooperation with the William P.
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Clements Center for Southwest Studies, Southern Methodist University
Vanilla is a legacy of Mexico and, like chocolate, it is a major global
delicacy representing almost a half-billion Euros in profits each year.
Written under the editorial guidance of renowned field authorities Drs.
Eric Odoux and Michel Grisoni, Vanilla presents up-to-date reviews on
the cultivation, curing, and uses of vanilla. It provides unique
Reformers and the Remaking of the US and Mexican Countryside
Leviathan 2.0
Agrarian Crossings
Our Time is Now
Mexico's Supreme Court
Creating Mexican Consumer Culture in the Age of Porfirio Díaz
Business, Property, and Community in Papantla, Mexico
A major new history of capitalism from the perspective of the indigenous peoples
of Mexico, who sustained and resisted it for centuries The Mexican Heartland
provides a new history of capitalism from the perspective of the landed
communities surrounding Mexico City. In a sweeping analytical narrative
spanning the sixteenth century to today, John Tutino challenges our basic
assumptions about the forces that shaped global capitalism—setting families and
communities at the center of histories that transformed the world. Despite
invasion, disease, and depopulation, Mexico’s heartland communities held
strong on the land, adapting to sustain and shape the dynamic silver capitalism
so pivotal to Spain’s empire and world trade for centuries after 1550. They joined
in insurgencies that brought the collapse of silver and other key global trades
after 1810 as Mexico became a nation, then struggled to keep land and self-rule
in the face of liberal national projects. They drove Zapata’s 1910 revolution—a
rising that rattled Mexico and the world of industrial capitalism. Although the
revolt faced defeat, adamant communities forced a land reform that put them at
the center of Mexico’s experiment in national capitalism after 1920. Then, from
the 1950s, population growth and technical innovations drove people from rural
communities to a metropolis spreading across the land. The heartland urbanized,
leaving people searching for new lives—dependent, often desperate, yet still
pressing their needs in a globalizing world. A masterful work of scholarship, The
Mexican Heartland is the story of how landed communities and families around
Mexico City sustained silver capitalism, challenged industrial capitalism—and now
struggle under globalizing urban capitalism.
After the fall of the Porfirio Díaz regime, pueblo representatives sent hundreds of
petitions to Pres. Francisco I. Madero, demanding that the executive branch of
government assume the judiciary's control over their unresolved lawsuits against
landowners, local bosses, and other villages. The Madero administration tried to
use existing laws to settle land conflicts but always stopped short of invading
judicial authority. In contrast, the two main agrarian reform programs undertaken
in revolutionary Mexico--those implemented by Emiliano Zapata and Venustiano
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Carranza--subordinated the judiciary to the executive branch and thereby
reshaped the postrevolutionary state with the support of villagers, who actively
sided with one branch of government over another. In Matters of Justice Helga
Baitenmann offers the first detailed account of the Zapatista and Carrancista
agrarian reform programs as they were implemented in practice at the local level
and then reconfigured in response to unanticipated inter- and intravillage
conflicts. Ultimately, the Zapatista land reform, which sought to redistribute land
throughout the country, remained an unfulfilled utopia. In contrast, Carrancista
laws, intended to resolve quickly an urgent problem in a time of war, had lasting
effects on the legal rights of millions of land beneficiaries and accidentally
became the pillar of a program that redistributed about half the national territory.
A Companion to Mexican History and Culture features 40 essays contributed by
international scholars that incorporate ethnic, gender, environmental, and cultural
studies to reveal a richer portrait of the Mexican experience, from the earliest
peoples to the present. Features the latest scholarship on Mexican history and
culture by an array of international scholars Essays are separated into sections
on the four major chronological eras Discusses recent historical interpretations
with critical historiographical sources, and is enriched by cultural analysis, ethnic
and gender studies, and visual evidence The first volume to incorporate a
discussion of popular music in political analysis This book is the receipient of the
2013 Michael C. Meyer Special Recognition Award from the Rocky Mountain
Conference on Latin American Studies.
Following the 1917 Mexican Revolution inhabitants of the states of Chihuahua
and Michoacán received vast tracts of prime timberland as part of Mexico's land
redistribution program. Although locals gained possession of the forests, the
federal government retained management rights, which created conflict over
subsequent decades among rural, often indigenous villages; government; and
private timber companies about how best to manage the forests. Christopher R.
Boyer examines this history in Political Landscapes, where he argues that the
forests in Chihuahua and Michoacán became what he calls "political
landscapes"—that is, geographies that become politicized by the interactions
between opposing actors—through the effects of backroom deals, nepotism, and
political negotiations. Understanding the historical dynamic of community forestry
in Mexico is particularly critical for those interested in promoting community
involvement in the use and conservation of forestlands around the world.
Considering how rural and indigenous people have confronted, accepted, and
modified the rationalizing projects of forest management foisted on them by a
developmentalist state is crucial before community management is implemented
elsewhere.
Fueling Mexico
Private Revolutions
The Politics of Institutional Weakness in Latin America
Local Negotiations of Oil Extraction in a Mexican Community
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Mexico's Religionero Rebellion
A History of the U.S.-Mexico Borderlands
Notes of an Underground Humanist
Although Mexico’s Constitution of 1917 mandated the division of large landholdings,
provided land for the landless, and guaranteed workers the rights to organize, strike, and
bargain collectively, it also guaranteed fundamental liberal rights to property and due
process that enabled property owners and employers to resist the implementation of the
new social rights by filing suit in federal court. Taking as its main focus the way new and
old rights were adjudicated before the Supreme Court, this book is the first to examine
the subject through the lens of court documents and the writings and commentaries of
jurists and other legal professionals. The author asks and answers the question, how did
the judicial interpretation of the Constitution of 1917 become a barrier to implementing
agrarian land rights and labor legislation in the years immediately following Mexico’s
social revolution of 1910?
A Revolution for Our Rights is a critical reassessment of the causes and significance of
the Bolivian Revolution of 1952. Historians have tended to view the revolution as the
result of class-based movements that accompanied the rise of peasant leagues,
mineworker unions, and reformist political projects in the 1930s. Laura Gotkowitz argues
that the revolution had deeper roots in the indigenous struggles for land and justice that
swept through Bolivia during the first half of the twentieth century. Challenging
conventional wisdom, she demonstrates that rural indigenous activists fundamentally
reshaped the military populist projects of the 1930s and 1940s. In so doing, she
chronicles a hidden rural revolution—before the revolution of 1952—that fused appeals for
equality with demands for a radical reconfiguration of political power, landholding, and
rights. Gotkowitz combines an emphasis on national political debates and congresses
with a sharply focused analysis of Indian communities and large estates in the
department of Cochabamba. The fragmented nature of Cochabamba’s Indian
communities and the pioneering significance of its peasant unions make it a propitious
vantage point for exploring contests over competing visions of the nation, justice, and
rights. Scrutinizing state authorities’ efforts to impose the law in what was considered a
lawless countryside, Gotkowitz shows how, time and again, indigenous activists shrewdly
exploited the ambiguous status of the state’s pro-Indian laws to press their demands for
land and justice. Bolivian indigenous and social movements have captured worldwide
attention during the past several years. By describing indigenous mobilization in the
decades preceding the revolution of 1952, A Revolution for Our Rights illuminates a
crucial chapter in the long history behind present-day struggles in Bolivia and
contributes to an understanding of indigenous politics in modern Latin America more
broadly.
The Companion to Latin American History collects the work of leading experts in the
field to create a single-source overview of the diverse history and current trends in the
study of Latin America. Presents a state-of-the-art overview of the history of Latin
America Written by the top international experts in the field 28 chapters come together as
a superlative single source of information for scholars and students Recognizes the
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breadth and diversity of Latin American history by providing systematic chronological
and geographical coverage Covers both historical trends and new areas of interest
This unique culinary history of America offers a fascinating look at our past and uses
long-forgotten recipes to explain how eight flavors changed how we eat. The United
States boasts a culturally and ethnically diverse population which makes for a
continually changing culinary landscape. But a young historical gastronomist named
Sarah Lohman discovered that American food is united by eight flavors: black pepper,
vanilla, curry powder, chili powder, soy sauce, garlic, MSG, and Sriracha. In Eight
Flavors, Lohman sets out to explore how these influential ingredients made their way to
the American table. She begins in the archives, searching through economic, scientific,
political, religious, and culinary records. She pores over cookbooks and manuscripts,
dating back to the eighteenth century, through modern standards like How to Cook
Everything by Mark Bittman. Lohman discovers when each of these eight flavors first
appear in American kitchens—then she asks why. Eight Flavors introduces the explorers,
merchants, botanists, farmers, writers, and chefs whose choices came to define the
American palate. Lohman takes you on a journey through the past to tell us something
about our present, and our future. We meet John Crowninshield a New England
merchant who traveled to Sumatra in the 1790s in search of black pepper. And Edmond
Albius, a twelve-year-old slave who lived on an island off the coast of Madagascar, who
discovered the technique still used to pollinate vanilla orchids today. Weaving together
original research, historical recipes, gorgeous illustrations and Lohman’s own
adventures both in the kitchen and in the field, Eight Flavors is a delicious treat—ready to
be devoured.
Energy and Environment, 1850–1950
Place, Community, and the Politics of History in Yucatán
The Untold Story of American Cuisine
A Companion to Mexican History and Culture
Caging Borders and Carceral States
Liberals, the Second Empire, and Maya Revolutionaries, 1855–1876
Incarcerations, Immigration Detentions, and Resistance
Analysts and policymakers often decry the failure of institutions to accomplish
their stated purpose. Bringing together leading scholars of Latin American
politics, this volume helps us understand why. The volume offers a conceptual
and theoretical framework for studying weak institutions. It introduces different
dimensions of institutional weakness and explores the origins and
consequences of that weakness. Drawing on recent research on constitutional
and electoral reform, executive–legislative relations, property rights,
environmental and labor regulation, indigenous rights, squatters and street
vendors, and anti-domestic violence laws in Latin America, the volume's
chapters show us that politicians often design institutions that they cannot or
do not want to enforce or comply with. Challenging existing theories of
institutional design, the volume helps us understand the logic that drives the
creation of weak institutions, as well as the conditions under which they may
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be transformed into institutions that matter.
Germán Vergara explains how, when, and why fossil fuels (oil, coal, and natural
gas) became the basis of Mexican society.
The term “el pueblo” is used throughout Latin America, referring alternately to
small towns, to community, or to “the people” as a political entity. In this vivid
anthropological and historical analysis of Mexico’s Yucatán peninsula, Paul K.
Eiss explores the multiple meanings of el pueblo and the power of the concept
to unite the diverse claims made in its name. Eiss focuses on working-class
indigenous and mestizo populations, examining how those groups negotiated
the meaning of el pueblo among themselves and in their interactions with
outsiders, including landowners, activists, and government officials. Combining
extensive archival and ethnographic research, he describes how residents of
the region have laid claim to el pueblo in varied ways, as exemplified in
communal narratives recorded in archival documents, in the performance of
plays and religious processions, and in struggles over land, politics, and the
built environment. Eiss demonstrates that while el pueblo is used throughout
the hemisphere, the term is given meaning and power through the ways it is
imagined and constructed in local contexts. Moreover, he reveals el pueblo to
be a concept that is as historical as it is political. It is in the name of el
pueblo—rather than class, race, or nation—that inhabitants of northwestern
Yucatán stake their deepest claims not only to social or political rights, but
over history itself.
This volume considers the interconnection of racial oppression in the U.S.
South and West, presenting thirteen case studies that explore the ways in
which citizens and migrants alike have been caged, detained, deported, and
incarcerated, and what these practices tell us about state building, converging
and coercive legal powers, and national sovereignty. As these studies depict
the institutional development and state scaffolding of overlapping carceral
regimes, they also consider how prisoners and immigrants resisted such
oppression and violence by drawing on the transnational politics of human
rights and liberation, transcending the isolation of incarceration, detention,
deportation and the boundaries of domestic law. Contributors: Dan Berger,
Ethan Blue, George T. Diaz, David Hernandez, Kelly Lytle Hernandez, Pippa
Holloway, Volker Janssen, Talitha L. LeFlouria, Heather McCarty, Douglas K.
Miller, Vivien Miller, Donna Murch, and Keramet Ann Reiter.
Victory on Earth or in Heaven
The Birth of a Strange Dictatorship
A Pueblo Divided
Unrevolutionary Mexico
Catholicism, Society, and Politics in the Mixteca Baja, 1750-1962
Violence, Spanish Imperial Power, and Native Resilience in Colonial Mexico
In the Name of El Pueblo
In the late nineteenth century, Mexican citizens quickly adopted new
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technologies imported from abroad to sew cloth, manufacture glass
bottles, refine minerals, and provide many goods and services. Rapid
technological change supported economic growth and also brought
cultural change and social dislocation. Drawing on three detailed
case studies—the sewing machine, a glass bottle–blowing factory, and
the cyanide process for gold and silver refining—Edward Beatty
explores a central paradox of economic growth in nineteenth-century
Mexico: while Mexicans made significant efforts to integrate new
machines and products, difficulties in assimilating the skills
required to use emerging technologies resulted in a persistent
dependence on international expertise.
An essential history of how the Mexican Revolution gave way to a
unique one-party state In this book Paul Gillingham addresses how the
Mexican Revolution (1910–1940) gave way to a capitalist dictatorship
of exceptional resilience, where a single party ruled for seventy-one
years. Yet while soldiers seized power across the rest of Latin
America, in Mexico it was civilians who formed governments, moving
punctiliously in and out of office through uninterrupted elections.
Drawing on two decades of archival research, Gillingham uses the
political and social evolution of the states of Guerrero and Veracruz
as starting points to explore this unique authoritarian state that
thrived not despite but because of its contradictions. Mexico during
the pivotal decades of the mid-twentieth century is revealed as a
place where soldiers prevented military rule, a single party lost its
own rigged elections, corruption fostered legitimacy, violence was
despised but decisive, and a potentially suffocating propaganda
coexisted with a critical press and a disbelieving public.
Providing a holistic understanding of extensive oil extraction in
rural Mexico, this book focuses on a campesino community, where oil
extraction is deeply inscribed into the daily lives of the community
members. The book shows how oil shapes the space where it is
extracted in every aspect and produces multiple uncertainties. The
community members express these uncertainties using the metaphor of
the time bomb. The book shows how they find ways to "live off the
time bomb" by using mechanisms of short-term coping and long-term
adaptation and thus, developing the capability to determine their
lives despite the ever-changing challenges.
Mexican History is a comprehensive and innovative primary source
reader in Mexican history from the pre-Columbian past to the
neoliberal present. Chronologically organized chapters facilitate the
book's assimilation into most course syllabi. Its selection of
documents thoughtfully conveys enduring themes of Mexican history
(land and labor, indigenous people, religion, and state formation)
while also incorporating recent advances in scholarly research on the
frontier, urban life, popular culture, race and ethnicity, and
gender. Student-friendly pedagogical features include contextual
introductions to each chapter and each reading, lists of key terms
and related sources, and guides to recommended readings and Web-based
resources.
A World Connecting
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Forests, Conservation, and Community in Mexico
Liberalism as Utopia
Conflict and Carnage in Yucatán
Mexican History
Eight Flavors
The Yaquis and the Empire

Explores the modern history of Latin America using an intersectional
approach, newly revised and updated. A History of Modern Latin America:
1800 to the Present, Third Edition offers a lively account of the rich political,
cultural, and social history of the independent nation-states of Latin America
and the Caribbean. Viewing Latin American history through the lens of social
class, gender, race, and ethnicity, this accessible textbook explores the
complex set of personalities, issues, and events that intersect to form the
Latin American historical landscape. Written in a clear and engaging
narrative style, the fully updated third edition examines specific events in
different nations and periods to illustrate broader historical trends and
interpretations. Concise chapters feature first-hand accounts of the life
history of both prominent and ordinary people to contextualize topics such
as African slavery in the Americas, the struggle for Haitian independence,
the patriarchal rules governing marriage in Brazil, the construction of the
Panama Canal, indigenous uprisings in the Mexican Revolution, the impact of
immigration on Latin American life, the opening of diplomatic relations
between the United States and Cuba, and more. Presents documents and
excerpts from fiction to serve as concrete examples of historical ideas
Examines gender and its influence on political and economic change
Highlights the role of music, art, sports, movies, and other popular culture in
the formation of Latin American cultural identity Includes a summary of
European colonialism and an overview of Latin America in the 21st century
Provides end-of-chapter review questions, discussion topics, and suggested
readings Part of the popular Wiley Blackwell Concise History of the Modern
World series, the third edition of A History of Modern Latin America: 1800 to
the Present is an excellent textbook for introductory and intermediate
undergraduate students as well as high school students taking
advanced/honors Latin American history courses.
"In 2002, the town of Galesburg, a slowly declining Rustbelt city of 34,000 in
western Illinois, learned that it would soon lose its largest factory, a Maytag
refrigerator plant that had anchored Galesburg's social and economic life for
half a century. Workers at the plant earned $15.14 an hour, had good
insurance, and were assured a solid retirement. In 2004, the plant was
relocated to Reynosa, Mexico, where workers spent 13-hour days
assembling refrigerators for $1.10 an hour. In Boom, Bust, Exodus,
Broughton offers a look at the transition to a globalized economy, from the
perspective of those who have felt its effects most. In today's highly
commoditized world, we are increasingly divorced from the origins of the
goods we consume; the human labor required to create our smart phones
and hybrid cars is so far removed from the end product we need not even
think about it. And yet, Broughton shows, the human cost behind the shifting
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currents of the global economy remains a reality. Broughton illuminates
these complexities through a tale of two cities that have fared very
differently in the global contest to woo or retain fickle capital. In Galesburg,
the economy is a shadow of what it once was. Reynosa, in contrast, has
become one of the exploding 'second-tier cities' of the developing world,
thanks to the influx of foreign-owned, export-oriented maquiladoras. And yet
even these distinctions cannot be finely drawn: families struggle to get by in
Reynosa, and the city is beset by violence and a ruthless drug war. Those
left behind in declining of Galesburg, meanwhile, do not see themselves as
helpless victims: many have gone back to school, scramble from job to job,
and have learned to adapt and even thrive. It is a downsized existence, but
a full-sized life nonetheless"-This study examines various cases of return migration from the United
States to Mexico throughout the nineteenth century. Mexico developed a
robust immigration policy after becoming an independent nation in 1821,
but was unable to attract European settlers for a variety of reasons. As the
United States expanded toward Mexico's northern frontiers, Mexicans in
those areas now lost to the United States were subsequently seen as an
ideal group to colonize and settle the fractured republic.
Despite Porfirio Díaz's authoritarian rule (1877-1911) and the fifteen years of
violent conflict typifying much of Mexican politics after 1917, law and judicial
decision-making were important for the country's political and economic
organization. Influenced by French theories of jurisprudence in addition to
domestic events, progressive Mexican legal thinkers concluded that the
liberal view of law—as existing primarily to guarantee the rights of
individuals and of private property—was inadequate for solving the "social
question"; the aim of the legal regime should instead be one of
harmoniously regulating relations between interdependent groups of social
actors. This book argues that the federal judiciary's adjudication of labor
disputes and its elaboration of new legal principles played a significant part
in the evolution of Mexican labor law and the nation's political and social
compact. Indeed, this conclusion might seem paradoxical in a country with a
civil law tradition, weak judiciary, authoritarian government, and endemic
corruption. Suarez-Potts shows how and why judge-made law mattered, and
why contemporaries paid close attention to the rulings of Supreme Court
justices in labor cases as the nation's system of industrial relations was
established.
Indigenous Struggles for Land and Justice in Bolivia, 1880–1952
Boom, Bust, Exodus
Matters of Justice
Galenic Pharmacy from the Ancient Mediterranean to New Spain
Race and Modernity in Postcolonial Guatemala
A History of Modern Latin America
Between Liberal Individual and Revolutionary Social Rights, 1867-1934
This Oxford Handbook comprehensively examines the field of Latin
American history.
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An updated guide to the production, science, and uses of vanilla
Vanilla is a flavor and fragrance in foods, cosmetics,
pharmaceuticals, and a wealth of other products. Now in its
second edition, the Handbook of Vanilla Science and Technology
provides a comprehensive and updated review of the science and
technology used in these items’ production and supply. Featuring
contributions from an international range of experts, this
revised edition covers a multitude of topics, including
agricultural production, global markets, analytical methods,
sensory analysis, food and fragrance applications, organic
farming and fair trade, botanical diseases, and novel uses. The
Handbook of Vanilla Science and Technology, Second Edition is a
vital resource for producers, distributors, and scientists
involved in vanilla’s growth and utilization, and offers
readers: A guide to the cultivation, extraction, analysis, DNA
sequencing, and marketing of vanilla Information on the
production of vanilla in a range of countries such as Mexico,
Australia, Costa Rica, and India Guidelines on the quality
control of vanilla beans and extracts Information on fair trade
and the future of vanilla
Synthesizing a wealth of primary and secondary sources, Conflict
and Carnage in Yucatán offers a fresh study of the complex and
violent history of Mexico's easternmost Gulf Coast region that
expands and revises perceptions of liberal as well as Second
Empire politics from 1855 to 1876.
Thomas Hobbes laid the theoretical groundwork of the nationstate in Leviathan, his tough-minded 1651 treatise. Charles
Maier's Leviathan 2.0 updates this classic to explain how modern
statehood took shape between the mid-nineteenth and midtwentieth centuries, before it unraveled into the political
uncertainty that persists today.
Freedom Papers
The Rust Belt, the Maquilas, and a Tale of Two Cities
Political Ecologies of Cattle Ranching in Northern Mexico
Mexican American Colonization During the Nineteenth Century
1800 to the Present
A Primary Source Reader
Living on a Time Bomb
In the 1930s and 1940s, rural reformers in the United States and Mexico waged
unprecedented campaigns to remake their countrysides in the name of agrarian
justice and agricultural productivity. Agrarian Crossings tells the story of how
these campaigns were conducted in dialogue with one another as reformers in
each nation came to exchange models, plans, and strategies with their equivalents
across the border. Dismantling the artificial boundaries that can divide American
and Latin American history, Tore Olsson shows how the agrarian histories of both
regions share far more than we realize. He traces the connections between the
US South and the plantation zones of Mexico, places that suffered parallel
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problems of environmental decline, rural poverty, and gross inequities in land
tenure. Bringing this tumultuous era vividly to life, he describes how Roosevelt’s
New Deal drew on Mexican revolutionary agrarianism to shape its program for
the rural South. Olsson also looks at how the US South served as the domestic
laboratory for the Rockefeller Foundation’s “green revolution” in Mexico—which
would become the most important Third World development campaign of the
twentieth century—and how the Mexican government attempted to replicate the
hydraulic development of the Tennessee Valley Authority after World War II.
Rather than a comparative history, Agrarian Crossings is an innovative history of
comparisons and the ways they affected policy, moved people, and reshaped the
landscape.
This book touches on most of the important questions that arise in life. Somewhat
in the manner of Nietzsche, it presents provocative perspectives on topics ranging
from morality to politics, from art to religion, from capitalism to socialism. What is
the "meaning of life"? What does it mean to act morally? What are the sources of
modern unhappiness and social ills? How has Western society evolved to its
present state, and what is its future? What is the future of capitalism itself? Such
questions, and many others, are addressed. The book is also intended as
literature, though, and as such contains poetry, fiction, and even satire.
Ultimately its purpose is simply stated: it is meant to contribute to the collective
project of dragging "humanism" out from the underground.
Around 1785, a woman was taken from her home in Senegambia and sent to SaintDomingue in the Caribbean. Those who enslaved her there named her Rosalie.
Her later efforts to escape slavery were the beginning of a family's quest, across
five generations and three continents, for lives of dignity and equality. Freedom
Papers sets the saga of Rosalie and her descendants against the background of
three great antiracist struggles of the nineteenth century: the Haitian Revolution,
the French Revolution of 1848, and the Civil War and Reconstruction in the
United States. Freed during the Haitian Revolution, Rosalie and her daughter
Elisabeth fled to Cuba in 1803. A few years later, Elisabeth departed for New
Orleans, where she married a carpenter, Jacques Tinchant. In the 1830s, with
tension rising against free persons of color, they left for France. Subsequent
generations of Tinchants fought in the Union Army, argued for equal rights at
Louisiana's state constitutional convention, and created a transatlantic tobacco
network that turned their Creole past into a commercial asset. Yet the fragility of
freedom and security became clear when, a century later, Rosalie's great-greatgranddaughter Marie-José was arrested by Nazi forces occupying Belgium.
Freedom Papers follows the Tinchants as each generation tries to use the power
and legitimacy of documents to help secure freedom and respect. The strategies
they used to overcome the constraints of slavery, war, and colonialism suggest the
contours of the lives of people of color across the Atlantic world during this
turbulent epoch.
Private ranchers survived the Mexican Revolution and the era of agrarian
reforms, and they continue to play key roles in the ecology and economy of
northern Mexico. In this study of the Río Sonora region of northern Mexico, where
ranchers own anywhere from several hundred to tens of thousands of acres, Eric
Perramond evaluates management techniques, labor expenditures, gender roles,
and decision-making on private ranches of varying size. By examining the
economic and ecological dimensions of daily decisions made on and off the ranch
he shows that, contrary to prevailing notions, ranchers rarely collude as a class
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unless land titles are at issue, and that their decision-making is as varied as the
landscapes they oversee. Through first-hand observation, field measurements,
and intimate ethnographies, Perramond sheds light on a complex set of decisions
made, avoided, and confronted by these land managers and their families. He
particularly shows that ranching has endured because of its extended kinship
network, its reliance on all household members, and its close ties to local politics.
Perramond follows ranchers caught between debt, drought, and declining returns
to demonstrate the novel approaches they have developed to adapt to changing
economies and ecologies alike—such as strategically marketing the ranches for
wild-game hunting or establishing small businesses that subsidize their lifestyles
and livelihoods. Even more importantly, he reveals the false dichotomy between
private and communal ranching. Political Ecologies of Cattle Ranching in
Northern Mexico is essential reading for anyone interested in the future of
ranching in western North America.
Latin America and the Origins of its Twenty-First Century
The Mexican Heartland
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